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Initial operation
●Clean the inner part of the refrigerator before using.
●Do not put foods into the refrigerator until it has been plugged in for 3 hours.
Temperature control
●The thermostat used for controlling the temperature inside the refrigerator is located on the
   top of the refrigerator.
●The figure on the thermostat does not stand for a practical value. The smaller the figure is,
   the higher the temperature inside the refrigerator is.
●Temperature control

● Power failure leads to the rising of the freezing compartment's temperature,this may shorten
   the storage of foods and decline the quality.
● If the power supply is off for too long,be sure to get rid of any water or ice underside the
    drawer of the freezing compartment before reconnection of the power supply, so as to avoid
    the foods and the ice freezing together.

Note

Thermostat knob

Lamp cover

Position Function

0 Stop

1-2 Warm

3-4 Normal

5-6 Cold

7 Quick freezing

HOW TO USE

* Power failure
If power failure is known in advance,please
● Turn the thermostat to "7" two hours before power failure.
● Place more ice cubes in the refrigerator compartment.
● Do not place anymore food in the refrigerator.
● Do not open the door more than necessary.
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1.Food applicable to freezing:meat,frozen meat,sausage,fowl, venison,fish,bread,cake and so on.
2.Food unable to be frozen:egg,acidophilus milk,mayonnalse,lettuce,radish,capsicum,onion and so on. 





WAYS TO DISASSEMBLE SPARE PARTS

Refrigerator shelf
Slightly rise the front part of the
shelf, then pull outward.

Refrigerating compartment door rack
Grasp both sides,lift upward
and then pull outward.

Freezing compartment drawer
Pull outward.Rise it slightly and
then take it out.

Bottom cover
Remove the two screws which
hold the bottom cover, grasp
the both sides and then pull
outward.

Lamp
  - Lamp data:240V/15W
  - Replacement:
     �. Unplug the refrigerator.
     2. Press the backside of the lamp cover
         (shown as arrow ① ), and pull outward.
     3. Remove the faulty lamp and
        install a new one.
         (Max.15W bill for refrigerator is used and can be
          purchased at a service center) 
     4. Reload the lamp cover.  
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Your fridge-freezer is designed with reversible doors, so that they may open from either
the left of right hand side to suit your kitchen design.

Precaution
1. Before reversing the door, first of all, you should take out food and accessories like shelves or trays 
    which are not fixed in the fridge-freezer.
2. Use Torque Wrench or Spanner to fix or remove the bolt.
3. Do not lay the fridge-freezer down. This will cause problems.
4. Be careful not to drop the doors in disassembling or assembling.

How to Reverse the Doors
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2. Remove screw       and remove Cover      and
    move Cap Cover      . And, remove screw 
    Hinge-L     . and remove pin       ,Remove the
    Freezer Door       ,and move the position of
    the cap      .Move the position of bracket
    door       and       screw 
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3. Remove bolt       and remove the Hinge-C
          and the Fridge Door        . Move the  
    position of the cap       . Move the position 
    of      bracket door and screw      .

TO REVERSE THE DOORS(OPTION)
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1.To separate the door handle       of the left side, 
   separate the door cap        and unscrew the screw
           in counterclockwise direction.
   Separate the door handle        of the freezer in the 
   same order. (You do not need to follow the 
   above procedurefor the hidden handle.)
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Note Reversing the doors is not covered by the 
warranty.
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4. Remove screw      and      , then move top 
    cover     . Swap the position of hinge-U     and      .
    move the pin     to the left. Remove the cap
    to the right. Assemble the top cover      . 
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5. Assemble the Fridge Door       . Assemble 
    Hinge-C     and bolt      . Assemble F-Door      . 
   Assemble the Hinge-L      and bolt       . Assemble 
   Low Cover      and screw      .

6. Move the separated door handle       to the 
    right and fixate the screw      on the right 
    position to attach the door cap        .
    Move the door cap       on the right side to the 
    left and attach it. Attachthe freezer door 
    handle      in the same method as the 
    refrigeratordoor handle        .
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TO REVERSE THE DOORS(OPTION)
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DOES THE REFRIGERATOR HAVE A MALFUNCTION

If the refrigerator still does not work properly after checking the following tasks, please unplug the refrigerator and
immediately contact the specified maintenance service unit or the retail shop of this product.

The refrigerator does not
operate

Inefficient cooling

Food stored in the refrigerator
compartment becomes frozen

Too much noise, abnormal sound

Is there a power failure?
Is the power plug inserted into the socket?
Is it 230V?

Is the temperature control in the refrigerator
compartment turned to too low mode?
Is there any direct sunshine or heaters near by?
Have you put some heated goods directly into the
refrigerator?
Have you stored too much food?
Have you frequently opened the door of the
refrigerator?
Have you kept an appropriate distance between
the refrigerator and the wall?

Is the temperature control in the refrigerator
compartment turned to too high mode?
Have you put the foods against the inner side?

Has the refrigerator been installed on a unstable 
or uneven floor?
Has the back of the refrigerator been too 
close to the wall?

Note:

It is normal that the noise is very loud when the 
refrigerator starts or stops operation.
There is a sound when the refrigerator is installed 
on the floor board.

Have you put other things on the top of the 
refrigerator?





Tray egg
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